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Abstract: Sir “CHARLES DARWIN” have already made his theory that Human ancestor descended from 
common origin of “APE RACE”. This scientific research focus that “TRIVIDAITE” (Thiri Vikadan) shall be 
considered as largest “Single human race” lived in “Post Ancient India” say 2,50,000 years ago. Trividaite shall 
also mean by author as “PROTO DRAVIDIAN”. The Trividaite race shall mean “THREE GROUPS” having 
cultural belief of “VAINAVAISM” (say “ACHARYA GROUP”, “DASAN GROUP”, “NATHAN GROUP”). 
Hence they shall called as “Trividaite”. “SIVAISM” shall be considered as Philosophy evolved at later period say 
1,00,000 years ago when SUN emits first rays on the earth planet. This research further focus that the “Human 
origin” on “Earth Planet” considered descended from “MARS PLANET” when “EARTH GRAVITY” formed in 
the universe during “Dark Age”. The Human ancestors lived in Mars Planet shall be considered as “DEVAS” 
belong to “Angel race”. The Angel race shall be considered as “Natural Population” creahed through J-
RADIATION” by supernatural person called by author as “THEN MALAIYAN” (or) “THANTHAI PERIYAR”. 
Then malaiyan shall also be considered as “ATHEIST” as he is the supreme God and “NO MORE GOD”. Devas 
shall mean highly “Ethical” and having belief in “BRAHMAISM”. 
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Sir “CHARLES DARWIN” have already made 

his theory that Human ancestor descended from 
common origin of “APE RACE”. If it so… 

 

i) Trividaite are of Ape race ?... 
ii) Anthraite are of Ape race ?... 
iii) Karnadaite are of Ape race ?... 
iv) Keralaite are of Ape race ?... 

No…  No…  No… 

 
This scientific research focus that 

“TRIVIDAITE” (Thiri Vikadan) shall be considered 
as largest “Single human race” lived in “Post Ancient 
India” say 2,50,000 years ago. Trividaite shall also 

mean by author as “PROTO DRAVIDIAN”. The 
Trividaite race shall mean “THREE GROUPS” 
having cultural belief of “VAINAVAISM” (say 
“ACHARYA GROUP”, “DASAN GROUP”, 
“NATHAN GROUP”). Hence they shall called as 
“Trividaite”. “SIVAISM” shall be considered as 
Philosophy evolved at later period say 1,00,000 years 
ago when SUN emits first rays on the earth planet. 

This research further focus that the “Human 
origin” on “Earth Planet” considered descended from 
“MARS PLANET” when “EARTH GRAVITY” 
formed in the universe during “Dark Age”. The 
Human ancestors lived in Mars Planet shall be 
considered as “DEVAS” belong to “Angel race”. The 
Angel race shall be considered as “Natural 
Population” creahed through J-RADIATION” by 
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supernatural person called by author as “THEN 
MALAIYAN” (or) “THANTHAI PERIYAR”. 

Then malaiyan shall also be considered as 
“ATHEIST” as he is the supreme God and “NO 
MORE GOD”. Devas shall mean highly “Ethical” and 
having belief in “BRAHMAISM”. 

 

 
 

This research further focus that “TRIVIDATE” 
shall be considered descended from “Ancient 
Pallavas” (also called as Proto Indos). The Ancient 
Pallavas race shall also be called as “DARK 
ANGELS” who shall be considered as capable of 
“FLYING” and genetically varied population 
compared to “TRIVIDAITE RACE”. The philosophy 
of origin of Ancient Pallavas (Proto Indos), Trividaite 
(Indos) shall be described as below. 
(i) 
 

 
 

 
 
(ii) 
 

 
 
 
Further the “Ancient Pallavas” shall be consider 

as having belief in “ACHARYAISM” rather than 
“VAINAVAISM”. It is further focused that the 
mythological “ST.RAMA”, “ST.SITA” (also 
considered as Renganathan, Renga Nayaki) who 
descended to earth planet on APRIL 14 having belief 
in Acharyaism (Humanism) shall be described below. 

This research further focus that the philosophy of 
“SIVAISM” shall be considered as evolved among 
“TRIVIDAITE SPLIT” (say 2,00,000 years ago). 
Further DRAVIDIAN RACE shall be considered as 
evolved during 1,00,000 years ago having belief of 
Sivaism. The god of Sivaism shall also called by 
author as VADAMALAIYAN. The new genetically 
varied race shall also be called as “Indos”. The major 
divisions of ethnic race having political identity shall 
be called as ANTHRAITE (South), KARNADAITE 
(East), KERALAITE (West). 
 
 
(i) 
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(ii) 
 

 
 
 

 
i) ANTHRAITE is like “LION” 
ii) KARNADAITE is like “TIGER” 
iii) KERALAITE is like “ELEPHANT” 
The philosophy of origin of Trividaite split 

(Proto Indos) from Rengam (Dark Angel) shall be 
described as below. 
 
 
 
 

 
(i) 
 

 
(ii) 
 

 
 
During the course of expanding universe millions 

of various sub races among global nations shall be 
considered evolved within three Fundamental Ethnic 
groups in three Nuclear age shall be described as 
below. The philosophy of “ARYAISM” shall be 
considered evolved amount 10,000 years ago. 
RAMANUJAM SPOKEN “ANGLISH”?... 

This scientific research focus that Devas 
Population (Angel race) when lived in Mars Planet 
shall be considered as spoken “ANGLISH”. Anglish 
shall mean high level language with very high 
frequency modulation so that no ordinary person can 
understand. In present day TV News also the language 
spoken by news readers couldn’t be able to understand 
due to high frequency. 
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“ANGEL” shall mean 
speak “ANGLISH”. 

- Author. 

 
It is further focused that “TANGLISH” (Proto 

Indos), “ENGLISH” (post Indos) shall be considered 
evolved from Anglish during the course of time in 
three generations. 

The philosophy of English words ANGLO, 
ANGLICAN, ANGLO NORMAN, ANGLO SAXON, 
ANGLO PHILE shall be considered derived form 
proto Indo Europe root word ANGAM, ANGATHI, 
ANGAN, ANGATHAN, ANGAMMA. 
“LINGAM” is the symbol of VAINAVAISM or 
SIVAISM?... 

It is hypothesized that “LINGAM” (pronounced 
as Elankam) shall be considered as the symbol of 
“UNITY OF HEART” developed around 2,00,000 
years ago in RENKAM culture. “LINGAM” shall 
mean unity of “VAINAVAISM” and “SIVAISM”. In 
other words LINGAM means MEENAKSHI + 
SUNDARESWAR. RAMASETHU shall mean 
RAMA (Vainavaism) + SITA (Sivaism). 
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